Let j be a Lawvere-Tierney topology on an arbitrary topos E, B an object of E, and j B = j × 1 B the induced topology on the slice topos E/B. Suppose that the class H B of all j B -dense monomorphisms in E/B be left cancellable. In this article, we will show that for all objects B of E, (H B , H ⊥ B ) is a factorization system in E/B iff (H, H ⊥ ) is a factorization system in E.
Slice Topos; Presheaf.
Introduction and Preliminaries
A Lawvere-Tierney topology is an idempotent logical connective for modal logic. Recently, applications of Lawvere-Tierney topologies in broad topics such as measure theory [8] and quantum Physics [13, 14] are observed. It is clear that Lawvere-Tierney sheaves in a topos are exactly injective objects which are separated too. Injectivity with respect to a class H of morphisms in a slice category C/B (which its objects are C-arrows with codomain B) has been studied in extensive form, for example we refer the reader to [1, 4] . From this perspective, in this paper we will establish some categorical characterizations of injectives in slice topoi to sheaves.
On the other direction, one of important algebraic structures in geometry is the notion of action of a Lie group on a smooth manifold [12] . Or in computer science are dynamic algebra [15] and transition system [3] that goes back to the notion of action of an algebra on an algebra (set), especially the action of a monoid on sets. Recall that for a monoid M with identity 1, a (left) M-set is a set A equipped with a map µ : M × A → A called its action, such that, denoting µ(m, a) by ma, we have 1a = a and (mn)a = m(na) for all a ∈ A, and m, n ∈ M. The category of all M-sets, with equivariant maps (f : A → B with f (ma) = mf (a) for m ∈ M, a ∈ A), is denoted by M-Sets. On the other hand, considering M as a one object category whose morphisms are the elements of M, the functor category Sets M is isomorphic to M-Sets (see [11] ). Thus, since any functor category Sets C , for a small category C, is a topos, the category M-Sets is a topos. Recently, considerable work has been presented that is dedicated to the study of (weak) Lawvere-Tierney topology on a presheaf topos on a small category and especially on a monoid, see [6, 7, 5] . Let E be a topos and j a Lawvere-Tierney topology on E. Also, for each object B of E and the induced topology j B = j × 1 B on E/B, suppose that the class H B of all j B -dense monomorphisms be left cancellable. In this paper, we will show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the pair (H B , H ⊥ B ) to be a factorization system in E/B, for all objects B of E, is that the pair (H, H ⊥ ) is a factorization system in E, where H ⊥ B stands for the class of all arrows in E which are right orthogonal to the elements of H B . Notice that H ⊥ B includes all j B -sheaves in E/B. In addition, for an object f : X → B of E/B we show that in the sense of Lawvere-Tierney, f is a sheaf whenever the arrow (1 X , f ) : X → X × B is a section in E/B and the object of sections S(f ) of f is a sheaf in E. Furthermore, we introduce the notion of j-essential extensions on E and obtain some results related to them.
Next, let C be a small category. Let j : Ω → Ω be the topology on presheaf topos C = Sets C op defined, in each stage C of C, as j C (S) = t(C) for all sieves S ∈ Ω(C), where t(C) is the maximal sieve on C. In the last section, for an arrow α : G → F in C in which F is the constant presheaf on a set A, we will show that α is a j F -sheaf (injective) in C/F iff the monomorphism (1 G , α) : α π G F is a section in C/F and for any a ∈ A, the subpresheaf H a of G which assigns to any C of C the fiber α
Throughout this paper, E is a (elementary) topos, two objects 0, 1 are the initial and terminal objects and the object Ω together with the arrow 1 true Ω is the subobject classifier of E. Also, the arrow ∧ : Ω × Ω → Ω is the meet operation on Ω. Now, we express some basic concepts from [11] which will be needed in sequel. Definition 1.1 A Lawvere-Tierney topology on E is a map j : Ω → Ω in E satisfies the following properties
Form now on, we say briefly to a Lawvere-Tierney topology on E, a topology on E.
Recall [11] that topologies on E are in one to one correspondence with universal closure operators. For a topology j on E, considering ( · ) as the universal closure operator corresponding to j, a monomorphism k : A C in E is called j-dense whenever A = C, as two subobjects of C. Also, we say that k is j-closed if we have A = A, again as subobjects of C. Definition 1.2 For a topology j on E, an object F of E is called a j-sheaf whenever for any j-dense monomorphism m : A E, one can uniquely extend any arrow h : A → F to a map g on all of E,
We say that F is j-separated if the arrow g exists in (1), it is unique.
We will denote sub-topoi of E consisting of j-sheaves and j-separated objects as Sh j (E) and Sep j (E), respectively.
j-Essential Extensions in a Topos
Definition 2.1 For a topology j on E, a j-dense monomorphism ι : A B is called a j-essential monomorphism whenever for each arrow g : B → C such that gι is a monomorphism, then g is a monomorphism also. In this case, we say that B is a j-essential extension of A and we write A ⊆ j B. Proposition 2.2 Let j be a topology on E. If A ⊆ j B and A is embedded in a j-sheaf F , then B also is embedded in F.
Proof. Let ι : A B be a j-essential monomorphism and m : A F an arbitrary embedding. Since F is a j-sheaf, there exists a unique morphism f : B → F making the diagram below commutative;
As A ⊆ j B being j-essential, f is an embedding, as required.
The following theorem characterizes sheaves in a topos E. Theorem 2.3 Let j be a topology on E. Then an object E of E is j-sheaf iff E is j-unique absolute retract; that is, for any j-dense monomorphism u : E F, there exists a unique retraction v : F → E.
Proof. Necessity. Since E is a j-sheaf, for any j-dense monomorphism u : E F , corresponding to the identity map 1 E : E → E there exists a unique map v such that the following diagram commutes.
Sufficiency. For each j-dense monomorphism m : U V and any map f : U → E, we construct the following pushout diagram in E.
Since in any topos pushouts transfer j-dense monomorphisms (see [9] ), so, in (2), n is j-dense and hence by the assumption, there exists a unique retraction p : F → E such that pn = 1 E . Now, we consider the arrow pg : V → E we have pgm = pnf = 1 E f = f. To prove that pg : V → E with this property is unique, let h : V → E be an arrow in such a way that hm = f . Then, in the pushout diagram (2), according to maps h : V → E and 1 E : E → E, there exists a unique map k : F → E such that kn = 1 E and kg = h.
Now, k is a retraction of j-dense monomorphism n, so by hypothesis we get p = k. Consequently, pg = kg = h.
For a topology j on the topos M-Sets, by replacing the universal closure operator corresponding to j in [16] , similarly we can obtain assertions which are equivalent to the definition of j-essential extension on M-Sets. Proposition 2.4 Let j be a topology on M-Sets. If an M-set F is a j-sheaf, then it has no proper j-essential extension.
Proof. Suppose ι : F E is a (proper) j-essential monomorphism in M-Sets. Then by Theorem 2.3 there exists a unique retraction π : E → F such that πι = 1 F and so E cannot be a j-essential extension of F by [16, Lemma 2.23].
Sheaves and Factorization Systems
For an object B of E, we consider the pullback functor Π B : E → E/B along with the unique map ! B : B → 1, which assigns to any A of E,
Recall [11] that the object π Ω B together with the arrow
is the subobject classifier of E/B. Also, in a similar vein, we can observe that the meet operation
Now, by Definition 1.1, we easily get the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Let B be any object in a topos E. Then any topology
, for some arrow l : Ω × B → Ω in E satisfies the following conditions (as arrows in E)
, where π i is the i-th projection on Ω × Ω × B, for i = 1, 2, 3.
is a topology on E/B which we denote it by j B . In this case j B is called the induced topology on E/B by j.
One can simply see that if an arrow k is a monomorphism in E/B, then k as an arrow in E, is too. Also, for each monomorphism k : f g in E/B, for f : X → B and g : Y → B in E, we can observe
where ( · ) and ( · ) are the universal closure operators corresponding to j and j B on topoi E and E/B, respectively, in which whole and the middle squares of the following diagram are pullbacks in E,
(for more details, see [11] ). One can construct k in E/B, similar to the above diagram. Now, by formula (3) we can easily obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2 Let E be a topos, B an object in E and j a topology on
Now, we would like to express some functorial properties of the pullback functor Π B : E → E/B. Lemma 3.3 For any object B of a topos E, the pullback functor Π B : E → E/B preserves and reflects dense (closed) monomorphisms and sheaves (separated objects).
Proof. Let j be a topology on E and B an object of E. Preserving dense (closed) monomorphisms and sheaves (separated objects) by Π B , is standard and may be found in [2, Vol. III, Proposition 9.2.5]. To prove the rest of lemma, here we just show that Π B reflects dense (closed) monomorphisms. To verify this claim, let g : A → C be an arrow in E for which Π B (g) is a j B -dense (j B -closed) monomorphism and show that g is j-dense (j-closed). As Π B (g) = g × 1 B being monomorphism in E/B, the arrow g is monomorphism in E as well. For, let f, h in E be two arrows such that gf = gh, we will have
Considering ( · ) and ( · ) as the universal closure operators corresponding to j and j B , respectively. We get
where the last equality is true since we have g × 1 B = π B C −1 (g), and because of stability of universal closure operators under pullbacks we
Proposition 3.4 For any object B of a topos E, the pullback functor Π B reflects essential monomorphisms.
Proof. Let f : A → C be an arrow in E such that Π B (f ) is a j Bessential monomorphism. We show that f is a j-essential monomorphism. By Lemma 3.3, f is a j-dense monomorphism in E. Let g : C → D be an arrow in E such that gf is a monomorphism.
We show that g is too. Since gf is a monomorphism, the arrow
phism. This is the required result. Now we will find the relationship between sheaves and factorization systems in a slice topos E/B. First, we express some background. Definition 3.5 Let j be a topology on a topos E. We say that E has enough j-sheaves if for every object A of E there is a j-dense monomorphism A F where F is a j-sheaf. Lemma 3.6 For any topology j on a topos E, the following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii). By the assumption for any object A of E, there is a j-dense monomorphism A F in E, where F is a j-sheaf. Since any subobject of a j-sheaf is j-separated so A is j-separated.
(ii) =⇒ (i). First of all we know that any j-separated object of E can be embedded into a j-sheaf (see, e.g. [ 
For any topology j on a topos E, consider H as the class of all j-dense monomorphisms in E. Also, we denote by H ⊥ the class of all arrows g : C → D in E such that for any f : A → E in H and every commutative square in the diagram below
there exists a unique arrow w : E → C in (5) such that the resulting triangles are commutative. In this case, we say that g is right orthogonal to f. Moreover, we say that the pair (H, H ⊥ ) forms a factorization system in E if any arrow f in E factors as f = me, where m ∈ H ⊥ and e ∈ H (for more information, see [1] ). Now, consider the commutative square
where
The arrow w : C → D (as an arrow in E) is unique in the diagram (6) . To prove so, let k : C → D be an arrow in E such that km = u and hk = v. Now, we have f k = (gh)k = gv, so k : gv → f is an arrow in E/B making all triangles in (7) commutative. Thus, k = w and then the proof is complete.
Following [1] a class H of morphisms in E is a left cancellable class if gf ∈ H implies f ∈ H. Theorem 3.8 Let the class H of all j-dense monomorphisms in a topos E be left cancellable, where j is a topology on E. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(ii) E has enough j-sheaves; (iii) any object of E is j-separated.
Proof.
(ii) ⇐⇒ (iii) holds by Lemma 3.6. (i) =⇒ (ii). By using (i), for any object A of E, the unique arrow
where ! C ∈ H ⊥ 1 = H ⊥ and m ∈ H 1 = H. We remark that it is easy to check that for any object B of E, j B -sheaves in E/B are exactly the class of all objects of E/B which belong to H ⊥ B . Since ! C is an object in E/1 = E which is in H ⊥ 1 , so ! C is a j 1 -sheaf, or equivalently, C is a j-sheaf.
(ii) =⇒ (i). Consider an arrow f : A → B in E. By using (ii), there exists a j-dense monomorphism ι : A F , where F is a j-sheaf in E. Now, we factor f as the composite of arrow A
F (ι, f ) = ι ∈ H and H is a left cancellable class, so (ι, f ) ∈ H. Also, F being j-sheaf and by Lemma 3.3 we have π Corollary 3.9 Let j be a topology on a topos E. Assume that for any object B of E, the class H B of all j B -dense monomorphisms in E/B be left cancellable. Then the following are equivalent:
is a factorization system in E/B; (ii) for any object B of E, E/B has enough j B -sheaves; (iii) for any object B of E, any object of E/B is j B -separated; (iv) any object of E is j-separated; (v) (H, H ⊥ ) is a factorization system in E.
Proof. (i) ⇐⇒ (ii) ⇐⇒ (iii) and (iv) ⇐⇒ (v) is Theorem 3.8. (iii) =⇒ (iv)
. Setting B = 1, then any object of E is j-separated.
(iv) =⇒ (iii). The claim follows immediately from the fact that for any object B of E,
(see also [9] )
In the following lemma, we will introduce two main classes of dense monomorphisms in E. By diagram (4), one can easily obtain Lemma 3.10 (i) Let j = 1 Ω be the trivial topology on E. Then j-dense monomorphisms are only the identity maps. Thus, any object of E is a j-sheaf. Also, j-closed monomorphisms are exactly all monomorphisms.
(ii) Let j be the topology true•! Ω on E, that is, the characteristic map of 1 Ω . Then, j-dense monomorphisms are exactly all monomorphisms. Furthermore, j-closed monomorphisms are just the identity maps.
Recall [1] that (Mono, Mono ) is a weak factorization system in any topos E, where Mono is the class of all monomorphisms in E. Since the class Mono is left cancellable, so by part (ii) of Lemma 3.10 we can observe a special case of Corollary 3.9 as follows. (Notice that by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.10(ii) for the topology j = true•! Ω and any object B of E, the class Mono B will be all monomorphisms in E/B.) Corollary 3.11 For the topology j = true•! Ω on a topos E, the following are equivalent:
(ii) for any object B of E, E/B has enough j B -sheaves; (iii) for any object B of E, any object of E/B is j B -separated; (iv) any object of E is j-separated; (v) (Mono, Mono ⊥ ) is a factorization system in E.
Sheaves and Sections
Remind [4] that for any object B of E, the pullback functor Π B : E → E/B has a right adjoint S : E/B → E as for any f : X → B we have the following pullback Here, we would like to find the structure of S(f ) in a topos E by its intuitionistic logic (for more information about the intuitionistic logic of topoi, see [11] ). To do this, in (8) for every generalized element h : Y → X B such that f B h = i B ! Y we prove that the following formula
where is called the forcing relation. To review the validity of (9), consider an object V , an arrow p : V → Y and a generalized element c : V → B in E. Then, we have
Since ev X (hp, c) is the term hp(c) in the Mitchell-Bénabou language, so the equality f • (ev X (hp, c)) = c shows that V f • (hp(c)) = c and thus (9) is valid. Hence, by notation of [11] we can write
This means that we can call S(f ) the object of sections of f . The "object of sections of an arrow" is very useful in SDG (for details, see [10] ). For example, considering D as infinitesimals, for any micro-linear object M we have:
• Let τ be the tangent bundle on M, i.e., τ : M D → M, which is defined by τ (t) = t(0). Then S(τ ) is all vector fields on M.
• Consider η : M D×D → M which assigns to any micro-square Q of M D×D , the element Q(0, 0). Then, S(η) is all distributions of dimension 2 on M.
Since any retract of an object in a topos is an equalizer, so the topos Sh j (E) is closed under retracts. Furthermore, as Π B ⊣ S, by Lemma 3.3 we have that the pullback functor Π B preserves dense monomorphisms, so S preserves sheaves (for details, see [9, Corollary 4.3.12]). As already mentioned in the introduction, in the following theorem we will find a relationship between sheaves in E/B and the object of sections of an arrow.
Theorem 4.1 Let j be a topology on a topos E and f : X → B be an object of E/B. Then, f is a j B -sheaf in E/B, whenever the monomorphism (1 X , f ) : f π X B in E/B is a section and S(f ) is a j-sheaf in E. Moreover, if j = true•! Ω , then the converse is true also.
Proof. We recall that in [4] it was proved if (1 X , f ) is a section in E/B, then f is a retract of π
is a j B -sheaf in E/B. But Sh j B (E/B) being closed under retracts, therefore f is a j B -sheaf in E/B.
Next, let j = true•! Ω . To prove the converse, assume that f : X → B be a j B -sheaf in E/B. Since the section functor S preserves sheaves, so S(f ) is a j-sheaf in E. Also, by Lemma 3.10(ii) and Lemma 3.2,
B is a section in E/B, as required.
The Object of Sections of an Arrow in
Let C be a small category. Recall [11] that in the presheaf topos C =
Sets
C op , the exponential object G F is defined in each stage C of C as
Now, for an arrow α : G → F consider arrows i F : 1 → F F and
, by the exponential adjunction.
We can investigate
Also, for any two objects C, D of C, any γ in G F (C) and any (k, y) in
Here, we find a special case that the exponential object and the object of sections in C are exactly similar to Sets. First, we express two lemmas required to achieve the goal.
Lemma 5.1 Let j be the topology true•! Ω on C and G a j-sheaf. Then, G has a unique global section; that is, in each stage C of C there is a unique element θ C ∈ G(C) in such a way that for any arrow k : D → C in C we have
In the weaker case, any injective presheaf G of C has a global section.
Proof. Let G be a j-sheaf in C and consider the coproduct object G⊔1 in C. By Lemma 3.10(ii), there exists a unique natural transformation η : G ⊔ 1 → G in C such that the following diagram commutes (where G is injective, the arrow η is not necessarily unique)
where ι : G → G ⊔ 1 is the injection arrow. Now, we will denote η C ( * ) by an element
This is the required result.
Lemma 5.2 Let j be the topology true•! Ω on C and {G λ } λ∈Λ a family in C. Then, the presheaf
Proof. Necessity. Let G be a j-sheaf (injective) in C. For any λ, µ ∈ Λ, we define α λµ : G λ → G µ such that in each stage C of C and for each x ∈ G λ (C), we have α λµC (x) = θ Cµ , where θ Cµ is the µth component of θ C corresponding to G in Lemma 5.1. Now, we will show that for any λ, µ ∈ Λ, α λµ is a natural transformation in C, that is for any arrow k : D → C in C the following diagram is commutative
For, consider an element x ∈ G λ (C) we get
Now, for any λ ∈ Λ, consider the family {γ µ : G λµ → G µ } µ∈Λ in C such that for each λ = µ ∈ Λ we have γ µ = α λµ and γ λ = 1 G λ . Since G is the product λ∈Λ G λ , so there is a unique natural transformation γ : G λ → G such that p µ γ = γ µ and p λ γ = 1 G λ , for all λ, µ ∈ Λ and the projections p λ . Thus, for any λ ∈ Λ, G λ is a retract of the j-sheaf (injective) G and then, G λ is a j-sheaf (injective).
Sufficiency. By the universal property of the product presheaf G, the assertion is true.
We recall [11] that in each stage C of C the object Ω(C) of C is the set of all sieves on C. Also, the arrow true C : 1(C) = { * } → Ω(C) assigns to * , the maximal sieve t(C) of Ω(C), that is all arrows with codomain C with C.
Remark 5.3 Note that the topology j = true•! Ω on C is the unique topology on C that satisfies Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. To show this, for a j-sheaf G of C, consider the monomorphism ι : G → G ⊔ 1 in C. In each stage C of C we have char(ι) C ( * ) = ∅. Now, let j be a topology on C. If ι is j-dense, then in each stage C of C we have j C (∅) = t(C). Now, for any sieve S ∈ Ω(C) by Definition 1.1 we get
Thus, j C is the constant function on t(C), as required.
Lemma 5.4 Let F be the constant presheaf on a set A and α : G → F an arrow in C. Then, we have
Proof . 
Recall [2] that the hom-functor Hom C (−, G) transfers colimits into limits. Now, by Yoneda lemma in each stage C of C we get
In fact, the isomorphism G a) ) a∈A of A G(C) and conversely assigns to any sequence (
The proof now is complete.
Theorem 5.5 For every arrow α : G → F in C in which F is the constant presheaf on a set A, we have S(α)(C) ∼ = a∈A α −1
Proof. Let (x a ) a∈A be a sequence in A G(C). First we will show that for each object D of C and (k, a) ∈ Y (C)(D) × A;
For each stage C of C and any
By naturality of α we have
The converse of (15) is evident. Now, by (14) , (11), (12) and (15) we have in each stage C of C, where for any sequence (x a ) a∈A ∈ A G(C), the arrow β : Y (C)×F → G is the corresponding arrow to (x a ) a∈A in Lemma 5.4. This is the required result. Now, we will extract a special case of Theorem 4.1 in C. First, let α : G → F be an arrow in C in which F is the constant presheaf on a set A. For each element a of A, consider the subpresheaf H a of G such that H a (C) = α −1 C (a), for any object C of C. Since limits in C are constructed pointwise, so Theorem 5.5 shows that S(α) ∼ = a∈A H a . Theorem 5.6 Let j be the topology true•! Ω on C and α : G → F an arrow in C, where F is the constant presheaf on a set A. Then, α is a j F -sheaf in C/F iff the monomorphism (1 G , α) : α π G F is a section in C/F and for any a ∈ A, the subpresheaf H a of G is a j-sheaf in C.
Proof. We deduce the result by Lemma 5.2, Theorems 4.1 and 5.5.
Since in topoi regular monomorphisms are exactly monomorphisms, so by [4, Theorem 1.2], Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.5, we can obtain a weaker case than Theorem 5.6 as follows, Proposition 5.7 Let α : G → F be an arrow in C, where F is the constant presheaf on a set A. Then, α is injective in C/F iff the monomorphism (1 G , α) : α π G F is a section in C/F and for any a ∈ A, the subpresheaf H a of G is injective.
Example 5.8 Let M be a monoid. Since M is a small category with just one object, for two M-sets X, B we have X B = Hom M −Sets (M × B, X), where M × B has the componentwise action. Hence, by (11) and (12), for any equivariant map f : X → B, in the diagram (8) we 
as two sets. According to the action on X B , under the isomorphism (19), the action on B X is given by g · (x b ) b∈B = (g · x g −1 b ) b∈B , for any g ∈ G and (x b ) b∈B ∈ B X. Also, by (19) for any equivariant map f : X → B in G-Sets, in a similar way to Theorem 5.5, we have S(f ) ∼ = b∈B f −1 (b).
